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Corporate innovation online
Innovation management best practices
Registrants from the U.S.A. and Canada – accounting for 54% of total responses - who
participate in CIO’s online survey have, by and large, similar opinions on the management
practices which contribute to a climate which encourages innovation.
One exception is Factor #2 where U.S. registrants place more value on the need for management
to explicitly call for innovation. Canadians seem more laid back on this issue!
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1. Management's view on profits; slightly long term favored.
2. Importance of innovation. U.S. want more explicit
3. Tolerance for mavericks. Good tolerance for mavericks
4. Planning emphasis. Looking for opportunities not rationing.
5. Tolerance for failure. Some tolerance for failure.
6.0 People and their interactions. Very important for both. The…
7. Career recognition of innovators. Rewards more important for…
8. Tolerance to a corporate norm. Agree but not that important.
9. Tolerance for risk (Planning). Reasonable tolerance but not high.
10. Intra-firm communications formality. Informal is the choice.
11. Use of work independent work groups. Good use of groups.
12. Decision making broadly based. Input is valued more in Canada
13. Formality of decision process. Decision process not a Factor in…
14. Rewards for innovation. Specific mechanisms are desirable.
15. Planning or action orientation. Not a big Factor on either side.
16. Attitudes towards mergers etc. Agree, open and relaxed…
17. Company versus personal loyalty. Some loyalty required but…
18. Hierarchy; Decentralized preferred but not a major Factor.
19. Availability of resources. Should be available for good projects.
20. Staff versus line involvements. U.S. registrants want a lot of…
21. Retention of innovators. Agree and imporant that they stay.
22. Innovative tradition. Having a 'fine' reputation is important.
23. R&D budget levels. Being competitive is important.
24. Innovation trend. Innovation is increasing rapidly.
25. Role of employee groups. Not a major Factor but tend to…

Researching and articulating innovation management best practices
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